
results/Ergebnisse MS-Contest 2010  

(dl1maj) The BCC MS Contest 2010 had worse ConDX than the last years. We did not 
find  a  typical  maximum,  some  OP´s  men-tioned,  that  they  had  lot  of  „single  bursts“  
from many stations , only one or two reflexions and nothing more. This year we counted 
453 different callsigns from 38 DXCC countries. (result 2009 540 callsigns from 44 
DXCC´s). We hope to get better ConDX this year and a great activity!  

Multi Op 2010: 

 

Single Op 2010: 
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Check logs: 

 
 



some statistics 2010: 

 
 
comments: 
 
Hi Alex 
  
here is my log. Forgot the comments, so here: 
  
Thank you all for QSOs. Especially those who were patient and waited on freq couple minutes, if I 
answered to someone else. Cu in next Contest! 
  
73 Rytis LY4U 
 
----------- 
US8ZAL: 
Grandson, 3 years, removed the fuse before the BCC displacement of PA. Began working at BCC, I 
cannot give more than 1 kV to the anode. The night began to repair. Postponed till the morning. In the 
morning went to the market, bought a zener. I change zeners no result.  There were the suspicions on 



the lamp. I called to Anatol, UY5HF. He came only at 13.00 on Monday (in Kiev Conference). I’m going 
to Kherson for the lamp, about 18.00 I’d got the lamp. During the 30 minutes I’m warming the lamp. 
Turn on the anode - the same thing! And only after that I find fuse in Gosha’s toys ... 
Time to make the program a minimum of BCC: 2 new one - LX/PA2CHR and 3A/OZ2M. 
Very good contest! 
 
DL8BDU: 
I did not find a real maximum, but I made most of my qso´s at 13.December and each day between 
19 and 22 UTC. 
No activity in SM without NAC... At last I was happy about 3 new squares. 
 
HB9CAT: 
It was my first participation to this contest. It is unbelievable, what can be achieved with a single yagi, 
if the location is right. Thanks to the HB9CA team for hosting us. 
 
LZ1ZX: 
Dear friends, thank you for the realized QSOs! 73! 
 
RZ1AWT: 
Before the contest we was not able to connect our main antenna, long time warmed gear. 
When became Aurora, a propagation turned very strange. For example,few stations call us, we reply 
somebody, he call us again and many times. So there were many times that we completely lost the 
station, which started with us. 
10 hours before the end we lost the PA and spare tube. 
We did not have that situation last years. 
Please excuse us who have spent much time on QSO with us. 
In general, we were not very lucky in our favorite contest. 
 
YO5OHY: 
Not very strong Geminids in this year, but the participation in this contest is my pleasure, 
Tnx to all for the QSO´s!  
73 Zoli 
 
3A/OZ2M 
Wow, what a trip. However, being in Monaco in December during Geminids sounded like the perfect 
opportunity. So during 2010 we, Uffe, PA5DD, and Bo, OZ2M, were discussing the possibility. Yet we 
wanted to make 100% sure that no events in Monaco would disturb the operation so only announced 
the trip very late on VUSHF DX www.www.rudius.net/dxp 
Fortunately we also knew from VUSHF DX www.www.rudius.net/mwd that many stations were looking 
for Monaco and after we announced the DX-pedition even more stations submitted their wish list on 
VUSHF DX www.rudius.net/mwd/update.php. 
Is your wish list still missing? If so better send it to day than tomorrow. Many DX-peditons use VUSHF 
DX to plan where to go. So if you want to be in the driver seat instead of the back seat it is time for 
you to send your wish list too! Otherwise why not stay in JO65? 
We arrived Saturday 11 Dec in the afternoon and unfortunately a cruise ship was to arrive we were 
told but we took the chance. Fortunately we could work almost the full night and the other nights and 
mornings no ships arrived. So from a site and administrative point of view everything went smooth. 
The observations made were that this was not alone a conditions issue it is was also a site issue. We 
learned that the noise increased by 7 dB when beaming towards the city, i.e. 240° to 60°. The 0 dB 
noise reference was beaming to the sea. So it might in fact be even higher if noise is "all around." 
Therefore we had very challenged receiving conditions meaning that the stations wanting to work us 
needed to transmit at maximum power. Furthermore is Monaco located on the south slopes of the 
mountains with minimum elevations from 2° to 14° (see horizontal elevation plot). This meant that 
meteor scatter QSOs requiring elevation angles lower than this either were impossible or had to be 
worked beaming offset. It also meant that working QSOs beyond 1500 km from 240° to 60° was 
highly unlikely. So knowing who was looking for Monaco on VUSHF DX www.www.rudius.net/mwd 
helped a lot. 
QSOs with 3A/OZ2M are valid for PNGonVHF Award: www.elisanet.fi/oh5lid/pngonvhf.htm 
73 
Uffe, PA5DD, and Bo, OZ2M (PNGonVHF Gold Member) 
 
9A3JH: 
Very good contest, thanks all for nice QSOs.                 
See you in BCC 2011! 73 and many reflections!                 
Andrea 
 
DK5MB: 
I heard lot of stations only 1 or 2 times, after these reflexions nothing more... 
 
DL1RTL: 
I had a problem with my TRX... After a few minutes transmission, I lost my modulation and output 
power. 



At last I made only 4 QSO´s. 
 
I5TWK/8 
Thanks to your organization to have our MS enjoyment! 
 
LA0BY 
I heard also RU3XK, OH6NG, UR3EE, DL3YEL, PA3BIY, OE50EMC, IQ3AZ, G8VYK, DK5MB, PA0BWL, 
OZ8ZS, 
OK2PMS, OK2AF, SP4MPB, SP8UFT, HA8CE...  
Good fun, but unfortunately I could not operate during the morning because of QRL, 73! 
 
YL2IV: 
Nice contest, but it is hard job with QRP from poor QTH and my 
Yaesu FT856 30W in DIGImode  ant 7elYagi. 
Best regards 73! YL2IV Oscar (KO06mm) 
 
YU7PAA: 
It seems that this year we had little less participants then last year. 
I have noticed that there is a lot of inpatient stations that stop working if they doesn't receive burst in 
some period. 
Congrats to the winners. 
BCC team please publishes results as soon as possible, while we still remember the contest. 
It was another nice contest. 
See you next year. 
Team: 
YU7KB Bane, YU7MS Miska, YU7ON Zoran, YU7PS Pali, YU7PAA Ilija 


